
12/07.11.2023 Chaithanya Classes &Prof. P. C. Thomas Classes 
Kammath Lane, SankarayyaRoad,West fort, Trichur-4 

E-mail :  chaithanyaclasses@gmail.com, Website :  www.chaithanyaclasses.com 
Office mobile: 8086767293, 7306022990, 7306022994 

For the information of Repeater NEET-2024 batch students of Chaithanya classes & their parents 

Dear Student/Parent, 

Please note & follow the guidelines given below. 

1. The time table for reshuffled new batches w.e.f 9/11/23 to 30/12/23 is already circulated. 

2. For the next reshuffling, 10% weightage is given for DPP’snos 60 to 80 (21 nos).20% weightage is given 

for NEET Model 7 (unit 5), 20% weightage is given for NEET Model 8 (unit 6) & 50% weightage is given for 

NEET Model 9 (unit 1-4, scholarship cum reshuffling exam). The reshuffled new batches will start from 

15/12/2023. 

3. We request all the students to divert 40 to 50% of their daily study time,ie during class day 5 hrs and 

during study holidays 71/2 to 8 hrs, to revise the +1 topics. 

4. You should target 100% of marks for the coming NEET Models. Remember NEET Model 9, unit 1 to 4, 

entire +1topics, is a scholarship Examination. 

5. We again request all the students to stay back in the hostel itself, during study holidays, and concentrate 

fully on your +1 revision. An obedient student will always act wisely and will utilize full time for effective 

preparation. We request all the students to take wise decision so that, they can celebrate Deepawali 

next year, after obtaining their professional seat. 

 

“The secret ofyour success 

is determined byyour daily agenda.” 

 

-JOHN C. MAXWELL 

 

6. Read the intimation guide lines already givenat least weekly once and strictly follow these guide lines. 

7. Clear your doubts by revising the recorded version of the real class videos, using ChaithanyaClassroom  

learning App. You should clear all your doubts using the 5 different ways(refered in the intimations). 

“Self-beliefand hard work 

will always earnyou success.” 

 

-VIRAT KOHLI 

 

8. We request all the students to be sincere, earnest and gentle. You should compete with yourself, never 

compete with others. Identify your weak areasof the subject and chapters. Invest more time on the weak 

areas and get stabilized. 

9. Finish the +2 chapters assignment in advance. After revising the chapters, work out the DPP’s and NEET 

Models using the duplicate OMR, till the error become zero. 

10. Remember, success comes in milligrams not in kilograms or tones. If you are not ready to achive success 

in milligrams with your daily preparation, your final score(final magnitude of success) will become poor. 

This is a simple logic. 

 

“Put your heart,mind, and soulinto even yoursmallest acts. 

This is the secretof success.” 

 

-SWAMI SIVANANDA 
 

Wishing you God’s grace in abundance, 

Thomas Johnson. IIT Chennai  Prof.Paul V Panikulam, Prof. P. C. Thomas & Prof. (Dr.) K. T. Johnson 

(Course Director) 

 


